Banner Financial Aid Common Functions module contains forms, tables and reports that are used by other Financial Aid modules.
BANNER FINANCIAL AID COMMON FUNCTIONS CONTROL MENU

- **ROAINST** - Institutional Financial Aid Options Form
  - Defines global institutional options for a specific aid year
- **RORDATA** - Data Log Rules Form
  - Controls if a database field will be recorded in the audit log table of the EDE correction process
  - This is a query only form and cannot be updated.
- **RORTPRD** - Aid Period/Term Rules Form
  - Associates terms with aid period
BANNER FINANCIAL AID COMMON FUNCTIONS CONTROL MENU

- RTVAPRD - Aid Period Validation Form
  - Enter aid periods for the aid year
- RTVHOLD - Hold Type Validation Form
  - Defines hold types and the processes they prevent
- RTVMESG/ROIMESG - Message Code Forms
  - Enter messages pertaining to funds/Inquiry form
- RTVRJCT - Rejection Code Validation Form
  - Lists reject codes and descriptions
BANNER FINANCIAL AID COMMON FUNCTIONS CONTROL MENU

- RTVICMT - ISIR Comment Code Validation Form
  - Lists ISIR comment codes and descriptions
BANNER FINANCIAL AID COMMON FUNCTIONS

LETTER GENERATION

- RWVPARA - Financial Aid Letter Validation Form
  - Define letter codes, descriptions and types
- RWLSETU - Financial Aid Letter Set-Up Form
  - Set-up for tracking and award letters
- RWAPARA - Financial Aid Letter Form
  - Enter text of letters
LETTER GENERATION (cont)

- **RWRXL01 - Financial Aid Letter Process**
  - Process to produce letters
- **RWRXL02 - Financial Aid Letter Test/Reprint**
  - Process to simulate/reproduce letters
- **RUAMAIL - Applicant Mail Form**
  - Shows all letters sent to an individual student